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Lightweight with a constant prophy cup speed, the AeroPro cordless handpiece offers
complete control for a fast, safe, and effective polish
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L

ong days of back-to-back hygiene appoint
ments can take their toll on hygienists’ hands
and wrists—especially when treating patients
with heavy buildup or extrinsic staining. During the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic it’s more important
than ever to get these patients in and out of the
chair as quickly as possible, which is one reason
why Dimitra Mitsos, RDH, is extremely grateful her
office in Cockeyesville, MD, adopted the AeroPro
cordless prophy handpiece last year.
“I have a few patients who have heavy black
stain from tobacco,” Mitsos shared. “Using
the AeroPro has cut appointment time down
tremendously compared to what I needed before
to treat these patients. The handpiece helps break
down a lot of the stain, and whatever is left is
usually easy to scale off.”
Another perk that Mitsos appreciates is the
AeroPro’s lightweight design and dimpled silicone
grip that she said has reduced her hand fatigue
tremendously. “It’s lightweight and I feel the
difference in my hand when I have to switch back
to using a corded handpiece,” she said.
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CDC-compliant with a convenient infection
prevention protocol, AeroPro offers a steady
low-speed option and constant prophy cup
speed to effictively clean, while reducing
the amount of aerosols generated from
overspinning. Visit premierdentalco.com/
covid-19-resources for additional news and
information on aerosol control from the clinical
and scientific communities.
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Mobility, Choice, and Control
Without a cord or pedal, AeroPro provides hygienists with total mobility that helps reduce the
possibility of hip, leg, and foot fatigue. ChargeSMART
Battery Technology offers long-lasting power to get
through the workday and the handpiece accommodates most disposable prophy angles.
Additionally, AeroPro’s design permits the operator to rotate the prophy angle for easy intraoral
access and increased patient comfort. “The 360°
rotation allows me to easily adjust to all angles of
the tooth surface,” said Mitsos. “I am able to reach
everywhere with the AeroPro—including those
third molars and the linguals of the lower anterior.”
AeroPro’s powerful motor is quiet yet maintains
a steady, constant speed during polishing to help
reduce splatter. A quick-touch button allows users
to comfortably change speeds—for example,
Mitsos can easily switch between medium and high
speeds when treating adult patients, depending on
areas of the mouth where staining is the heaviest.
“AeroPro is an amazing handpiece, and I’m so
happy we have it in our office,” she concluded.
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